During my PhD fieldwork in 2014, I met a few linguistics students who purported to disapprove of English as a Lingua Franca (ELF). However, their disapproval seemed directed against something else in the name of ELF. To be specific, they believed that ELF was an alternative model for the English classroom or a distinct, monolithic variety for non-native English speakers (NNESs). Intriguingly, these beliefs are similar to how ELF is misrepresented by some scholars who have never engaged in ELF research themselves. Recent examples are Park and Wee (2011), Swan (2012) and Sewell (2013). It should be stressed that contrary to these authors’ claims, Jenkins et al. (2011) and Seidlhofer (2011), to name just a couple of examples, take a clear position that ELF refers to dynamic, pluralistic manifestations of linguistic resources in an international setting, and that ELF interaction can involve native English speakers (NESs). In addition, Mauranen (2012) introduces the notion of similect, instead of variety, to conceptualise the fluid, contingent similarities and differences of the English used as a lingua franca by those from the same first-language (L1) background.

ELF scholars have made efforts to clarify the above-mentioned misbeliefs and other misunderstandings (e.g., Seidlhofer 2006; Jenkins 2007, 2012). Jenkins (2007), in particular, provides an extensive review of how ELF is misinterpreted, including a detailed analysis of Sobkowiak (2005/2008), Kuo (2006) and Prodromou (2006). Certainly, such efforts have helped inform those less familiar with ELF. However, while ELF has now become a widely recognised research field, the same, old misrepresentations still never cease. Looking back at just the last three months from the time of this article preparation, we find Park and Wee (2015 – February), O’Regan (2014 – December) and Canagarajah (2014 – December). It is quite
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1 This article is based on a presentation at the University’s Centre for Global Englishes seminar in March 2015.
shocking to have seen all the three come out within such a short space of time. This article examines those three publications in turn (i.e., Park and Wee 2015; O'Regan 2014; Canagarajah 2014), and Park and Wee (2015) is discussed together with Park and Wee (2011).

In February 2015, Park and Wee (2015) published *English as a lingua franca: Lessons for language and mobility* as a revised version of their previous paper (i.e., Park and Wee 2011, *A practice-based critique of English as a Lingua Franca*). According to Park and Wee (2011, 2015), “the ELF research project” aims to identify and propagate “the ELF core” as an alternative set of formal linguistic features against an English-as-a-Native-Language (ENL) model, while largely neglecting socio-cultural diversity. Based on this interpretation of “the ELF research project”, they criticise ‘ELF research’ for its tendency “to view language as a fixed, static and clearly delineable object” (Park and Wee 2015: 56) without having sociopolitical sensitivity.

Park and Wee’s (2011, 2015) “ELF research project” entirely fails to address the actual research field of ELF. First of all, while ELF research started with Jenkins (2000) identifying ‘the Lingua Franca Core (LFC)’, ‘the LFC’ should not be viewed as a set of alternative prescribed features. This is because the use of ‘the LFC’ depends on interlocutors to accommodate (e.g., Jenkins 2000, 2002). Simultaneously, it should be stressed that the concept of ‘the LFC’ has never been applied outside phonology (e.g., Jenkins et al. 2011; Cogo 2012). Second, ELF research has not concentrated independently on formal linguistic features, because from ELF perspectives, form and function are not *a priori*, but emerge and operate interdependently during communicative acts (e.g., Seidlhofer 2009; Cogo and Dewey 2012). This is demonstrated, for examples, in Ranta (2006), Pitzl et al. (2008) and Mauranen (2009, 2012). Third, ELF interaction occurs in and across all three Kachruvian circles as pointed out by Seidlhofer (2004), the literature cited in Park and Wee (2011, 2015) several times. Accordingly, ELF research does not exclude NESs (e.g., Sweeney and Zhu 2010), but reflects the fact that international communication often does not include NESs (e.g., Jenkins 2009, 2015). And last, while it is true that Seidlhofer (2004) refers to the ‘let-it-pass’ principle (Firth 1996) as commonly found in precursor studies on ELF pragmatics, Park and Wee (2015: 65) should not have regarded it as “broad assertion” across ELF research – even as ELF researchers’ excuse not to pay serious attention to socio-cultural diversity. This is because later research has revealed that ELF interaction is “heavily content-oriented” (Jenkins et al. 2011: 293) and socio-culturally rich (e.g., Baker 2009, in press; Cogo and Dewey 2012), employing diverse communication strategies (e.g., Mauranen 2006, 2012; Kaur 2009a, 2011; Björkman 2011, 2014) and often also plurilingual resources (e.g., Klimpfinger 2007, 2009; Hülmbauer 2009, 2011).
Derived from the false premise of “the ELF research project”, Park and Wee’s (2011, 2015) criticism of ‘ELF’ “as [a] bounded, asocial entity” (Park and Wee 2015: 65) is completely off the mark. In actuality, ELF research “seeks to show how English is always under negotiation” (Pennycook 2009: 195), involving people from diverse socio-linguacultural backgrounds (e.g., Jenkins et al. 2011; Seidlhofer 2011; Mauranen 2012). Simultaneously, ELF scholars have explicitly dealt with sociopolitical issues, such as identity and ideology (e.g., Jenkins 2007; Seidlhofer 2011), power (e.g., Guido 2012; Hülmbauer 2013), policy (e.g., Jenkins 2014; Jenkins and Wingate in press), community (e.g., Seidlhofer 2007; Ehrenreich 2009) and culture (e.g., Baker 2009, in press).

In summary, Park and Wee’s (2011, 2015) portrayal of ELF research is inaccurate and without regard to current ELF literature, despite the focus on ELF as shown in the titles of Park and Wee (2011, 2015). This being the case, they fail to provide a constructive argument. It might possibly be that their research interest does not include ELF, but that they choose this developing field to make their ideas noticed widely. After all, ELF continues attracting an increasing amount of research in diverse areas, as prominently seen in the Journal of English as a Lingua Franca, the book series, Developments in English as a Lingua Franca, and an annual ELF international conference series (see Jenkins 2015: 41).

In December 2014, O’Regan (2014) published English as a lingua franca: An immanent critique. According to him, “the ELF movement” constitutes the fetishism of an illusory, reified ELF variety, or a hypostatised “thing-in-itself” called ELF. In his understanding, “the ELF movement” appears insensitive to socio-linguacultural diversity, although he does not focus on language itself and its socio-cultural relationships. Based on this interpretation of “the ELF movement”, he criticises ‘ELF research’ for reifying and hypostatising language without giving sufficient consideration to Marxian (1976) political economy or the “necessary” sociopolitical, philosophical conceptions of “ideology, discourse, power, truth and the nature of the real – and, particularly, the relations between them” (O’Regan 2014: 544).

O’Regan’s (2014) “ELF movement” is his own illusion. ELF is the term referring to a dynamic, situational natural linguistic phenomenon which embraces diverse socio-linguacultural identities (e.g., Jenkins et al. 2011; Seidlhofer 2011; Mauranen 2012). This amorphous nature of ELF is incompatible with O’Regan’s (2014) “thing-in-itself”, although he interprets short phrases, such as Jenkins et al.’s (2011) “ELF settings” and “ELF speakers”, as implying reification and hypostatisation through the nominalisation of ELF. In the same vein, O’Regan’s (2014) criticism of ‘ELF’ as a reified, hypostatised entity is simply wrong. Actually, this is exactly what ELF
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scholars strongly oppose (e.g., Jenkins et al. 2011; Seidlhofer 2011; Mauranen 2012; Mortensen 2013; Baird et al. 2014). Apart from reification and hypostatization, O’Regan (2014) has little to say about ELF, making only a cursory and superficial treatment of linguistic, or more broadly, socio-linguacultural aspects. In addition, he imposes not only Marxian (1976) political economy, to which no ELF researcher has ever subscribed, but also the “necessary” conceptions mentioned above, while taking no notice of sociopolitical, philosophical discussions in ELF research (e.g., Jenkins 2007, 2014; Seidlhofer 2011; Mauranen 2012; Baird et al. 2014). Simply put, O’Regan (2014) imposes his own theoretical frameworks, without regard to pertinent arguments in ELF research, on the analysis of his own interpretation of “the ELF movement”. Such can never be “an immanent critique”. To borrow Widdowson’s (2015: 127) words, “[t]he irony of this article [(i.e., O’Regan 2014)] is that while dogmatically asserting a particular way of thinking, it makes a claim to be a rational critique”.

It should be added that O’Regan (2014) continues more or less with Park and Wee’s (2011) misapprehension of ELF, and follows Swan’s (2012) and Sewell’s (2013) ‘tactic’ to criticise ELF, although O’Regan (2014) refers to none of the three. More specifically, O’Regan’s (2014) “ELF movement” and criticism of “an (sic) hypostatized universal code” (p. 539) are similar to Park and Wee’s (2011) hypothesised “ELF research project” and groundless criticism of “a fixed system”. Simultaneously, as with Swan (2012) and Sewell (2013), O’Regan (2014) exploits short extracts for ‘evidence’ of reification. Along with the phrases mentioned previously (i.e., “ELF settings”, “ELF speakers”), O’Regan (2014: 538) quotes the following sentence from Jenkins (2014: 38): “it is the skill of converging appropriately that constitutes ‘correctness’ in ELF”. Here, O’Regan (2014) simply claims that ELF is reified and hypostatised through nominalisation (i.e., “in ELF”). However, Jenkins (2014) actually argues, in line with Cogo and Dewey (2012), that from ELF perspectives, correctness does not reside in any particular linguistic features, but resides in accommodation to interactants from different socio-linguacultural backgrounds by making flexible, contingent use of “a situational resource pool” (Hülmbauer 2009: 325, quoted in Jenkins 2014: 38).

In summary, O’Regan’s (2014) portrayal of ELF research is uninformed and his criticism is irrational. This being the case, he fails to present scholarly debate. It might possibly be that like Park and Wee (2011, 2015), O’Regan (2014) does not have much interest in ELF, but that he uses this vibrant field to generate considerable interest in his own literature. Indeed, his next publication on ELF is coming shortly (O’Regan in press), whether constructive this time or unconstructive again.
In December 2014, Canagarajah (2014) published *In search of a new paradigm for teaching English as an international language*. According to his interpretation of ELF, “[i]n the early work of this school, it was posited that this was another variety, labeled *lingua franca core* (LFC), that multilingual students would switch to when they used English for contact purposes (see Seidlhofer, 2001)” (Canagarajah 2014: 769). While Seidlhofer (2001) and other ELF scholars used to hypothesise that it might be possible to identify an ELF ‘variety’, or more possibly, a range of L1-influenced ‘varieties’, no ELF researcher has ever labelled this hypothetical ‘variety’ or ‘varieties’ as ‘the LFC’. In the first place, ‘the LFC’ has nothing to do with codifying linguistic regularities (Jenkins 2000, 2002). Also, what Canagarajah (2014) does not clarify is that “[a]ttempts to delineate ELF as a variety of language are not part of contemporary ELF discourses” (Baker and Jenkins 2015: 193). Certainly, Canagarajah’s (2014) interpretation of ELF as ‘the LFC variety’ is akin to Park and Wee’s (2011, 2015) and O’Regan’s (2014) interpretations. However, his discourse in search of a ‘new’ paradigm seems rather peculiar.

Canagarajah’s (2014) main section is the one called *Pedagogical practice*, in which he concentrates on his own English writing teaching practices. He cites ELF literature only once: “scholars of ELF have mentioned that teaching and research on the role of international English in writing has suffered greatly (Jenkins, Kogo (sic), & Dewey, 2011)” (Canagarajah 2014: 775). However, Jenkins et al. (2011) actually point out that ‘written ELF’ is a recent interest, and that written language is the area whose change is relatively slow. Incidentally, a team at the University of Helsinki has just completed the Corpus of Written English as a Lingua Franca in Academic Settings (WrELFA), adding important empirical data to ELF research (WrELFA 2015).

In another section called *Defining English*, along with the above-mentioned claim of ‘the LFC variety’, Canagarajah (2014) makes the following two arguments in relation to ELF, citing no ELF researchers but only Canagarajah (2013) and Pennycook (2010). First, on the one hand, Canagarajah (2014: 769) assumes ELF (and world Englishes) to be “well established, stable, and self-structured varieties” which “have their own bounded identities” and “share a single norm”. On the other hand, he argues that multilinguals negotiate English in a situationally appropriate manner to help achieve intelligibility. The same kind of argument on the multilinguals has, however, already been made, to provide just a few examples, in Jenkins et al. (2011), Seidlhofer (2011) and Mauranen (2012), with the proviso that ELF interaction can involve monolingual NESs who can accommodate their English as necessary. Second, whereas assuming ELF (and world Englishes) to be grammar-focused, Canagarajah (2014: 769) argues that in “the new approach”, communicative success depends on “not our grammatical proficiency, but [on] our adeptness in negotiating the diversity of grammars in each specific interaction”. What Canagarajah (2014) does not tell us, however, is that ELF researchers have
already made similar points. As just one example, Cogo and Dewey (2012: 137) argue that “[m]eaning does not reside in the linguistic forms themselves, but rather in the mutual negotiation involved in their selection and manipulation”.

Seeing that Canagarajah (2014) incorporates relatively recent ELF literature in his treatment of negotiation strategies (i.e., Kaur 2009b; Pitzl 2010), he might have been aware of actual ELF research development. However, again, Canagarajah’s (2014) aforementioned two arguments in the Defining English section cite only his own work (i.e., Canagarajah 2013) and Pennycook (2010). What is more, Pennycook (2010) might not lend any additional support for the two arguments, because this literature might be mentioned on the grounds that it touches on Canagarajah’s (2007) orientation to English which is detailed in Canagarajah (2013). It should be added that while Canagarajah (2007) adopts the label *lingua franca English (LFE)* (Firth 1996), this label conveys a false impression of one bounded entity, appearing parallel, for example, with British English or Indian English (see Seidlhofer 2011: 76–77).

In summary, Canagarajah (2014) does not give due consideration to current ELF literature when comparing and contrasting between ‘ELF research’ and his orientation to English. It might possibly be that he seeks to show considerable ‘differences’ between them, thereby presenting his own ideas as more original than they are, and achieving more impact for them. In so doing, however, he fails to discuss ELF research accurately.

Whether they have responded to the popular field of ELF in order to be noticed and published, to try to claim originality and impact for their own ideas, or to meet other needs, Park and Wee (2011, 2015), O’Regan (2014) and Canagarajah (2014) in their different ways all seem to demonstrate lack of academic rigour in their presentation of ELF research. Their misrepresentations as discussed in this article are deleterious, and risk misinforming those who are less familiar with ELF, including students, into thinking that ELF research is ‘unreasonable’. Such is likely to put new talent off joining this vibrant, growing research field.

I would like to conclude this article with a couple of comments. First and foremost, those who research in the field of ELF, including myself, ought to caution ourselves against following Park and Wee’s (2011, 2015), O’Regan’s (2014) and Canagarajah’s (2014) examples when criticising a research field – especially an entire one, as is apparently the case with O’Regan (2014). What my senior colleague at the Centre for Global Englishes said is much to the point: “I never disagree with a whole research field because there are few that are entirely rejectable (and I especially wouldn’t reject one I haven’t read extensively within and with whose researchers I have not closely engaged)” (Robert Baird, personal communication). Second, I sincerely hope that the above authors, and potentially others, will
discontinue misrepresenting our research field of ELF, and instead begin to contribute it and thus enlighten us in more constructive ways.
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